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.Please now see E 11097/4/80 and the letter from
the Ministry of Fuel and Power q +..e-t

It will be seen that there is no question of anew concession. All that the Government of Palestine
is asked to do is to grant permission (against payment,for the Iraq Petroleum Company to use its existing
pipeline for the conveyance of such oil as it may
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obtain from Basra, Mosland. Trans jordan. n

The Transjordan concession is of particular
importance politically since if oil were found and an
oilfield developed it would provide fir economic and
financial resource$5in which the country is at present
sadly lacking. I submit therefore that we should urge
the Colonial Office to authorise the High Commissioner
to grant the wayleave which has been asked for. It
will be noted that the High Commissioner regards it
as in the best interests of Palestine to do so.

If this view is not accepted or if it is found
impossible to move the Colonial Office, then I submit
that, we should inform King Abdullah that it is no
fault of the company that they have been unable to
obtain the transit rights through Palestine and we
hope that his relations with them will not be affected
by this.

(L.F.L. Pyman)
5th December,1947.
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FROh *EU YORK TO FOREIGN OFFICE

(From United

No. 3508

Kingdom Delegation to United

D. 9.00 pnm . 25rd

24th November, 1947. R. 5.05
Repeated to : Jerusalum
IEMDIATE

Nations)

November,

a.. 24th Nov ember,

1947.

1847.

TOP SECRET

Following for Colonial Office from Martin.
ET~L II n )

High Commissioner's telegram No. 2232.

In view of rumours which circulated here last week
that before withdrawing the United Kingdoi was ended avour-
ing to negotiate eencesinS favourable to herself ard to
xisappropriate the assets of the Palestine Governient,
nd of discussions in Sub-Committee I on these subjects
( ytelegraS Nos. 5595 and 5425) it would be highly
embarrassing to United Kingdem Delegation if it should
be known that the Palestine Government is new continuing
negotiations for new oil concessions to a British company.
I suggest, therefore, that these negotiations should jot
be proceeded with while present United Nations debates en
Palestine continue.

Foreign Office please pass Imediate to Jerusalem
as my teleram No. 224.
Advanee espy sent to Telegraph Section,
Colonial Office, for repetition to Jerusalem.
Copies sent to the Colonial Office.]
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OUTWARD
19

TELEGRAM

17120/73/47

Cypher

(General Sir A.

1947.

Cunningham)

17.00 hra.

No. 3154 Top Secret.

Addressed HighC
Repeated to the

Commissioner NO.
U.K. Delegation,

3154.
New York for Martin.

With reference to their telegram to foreignn
3308 repeated to Jerusalem No. 224.

Your telegram No. 2232.

Iraq Petroleum Company's Pipe Line negotdations.

I consider that the. line you should take with theCompany is that, now that the General Assembly has adopted the
parti tion plan, the Palestine Government cannot see their way to
conclude the negotiations for this conession, especially as
under the terms of the plan it would be open to the suocessor
authority to repudiate the concession if it wished; but that the
Palestine Government would, nevertheless, bring the matter of theproposed I.P.O. concession to the- notice of the United Nations
Commission as one which in their opinion it would be in. the
interests of Palestine as a whole to conclude as soon as possible.

(Copies sent to Poreign Office for onward transmission).

'; 42ed t

§

Sent 7th December,

No.

TO PALEST=E

FRoM B. OF S. ,COLONIES.

I

(O. T.P.)
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Mr. R.C. Mitchell
Ministry of Fuel
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Lst December.
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(against payment)

Company to use its

the

may

conveyance of oil

establish at Basra,

Mosul or Trans jordan. I do not think that we

would be the object of A, critisism

for authorising this, the more o as the High

Commissioner considers that it would be

in the best interests of Palestine to grant

this wayleave.

There is a further point.which is of

particular importance to the Foreign Office.

Transjordan is at present sadly lacking in

economic and financial resources. If oil

were discovered there in commercial quantities

and an oil-field established this would be a

great benefit to the country. The Iraq

Petroleum Company's concession appears to depend

at present to some extent on the ground of

wayleave facilities through Palestine, and we

should be most unwilling for

/obstacle
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6330 6

December, 194..

The High Commissioner's telegram

No. 2232 about the Iraqi Petroleum, Company's

application for leave to use their existing

pipeline. through Palestine for the conveyance

of oil from Basra, Mosul and Transjordan has

been considered here in conjunction with Martin'
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should

we feel that the High Commissioner

be authorised to grant the wayleave

requested by the- Company.

I ani ending
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9th biemer, 1947.

(3 ou/46/G)

SECRET

The High Oanmissioner', telegam No. 2232 about theIweqi Petrolewn Compan's application for lea" to usetheir existing pipeline through Palestine for theconayan e of oil frOm Baasra Mosul and Tranajordan hasbeen cons2dered here in eonJunction with Martin's telegramfran New York No. 3308 and Mitehell's letter to Burt ofthe 1st Decemiber.

It appears fron this correspondence that there is infact no question of a new ooneerion. /ll that thePalestine Governent are asked to do is to grant permission(against payment) for the Iraq Petroleum Company to aseits existing pipeline for the conveyanee of oil fra any
oilfields it may establish at Basra, Moul or Tranojordan.I do not think that we could be the object of legitimte
critioln for authorizing this, the more so as the HighCaaissioner considers that it 'could be in the bestinterests of Palestine to grant this aleave,

There is a further point which is of particular
impr eane to the Foreign Office. Traneordan is atpresent sadly asking in ecnomuia and fianolal resources.If oil were disooverd there in ewmariea quantities andan oll-field established this eould be a great benefit tothe eeury. The Iraq Petrolem Ocmparys conoesgionappears to depend at present to sane extent on the ground ofvagleave utilities through Palestine and we should bemost unwilling for obstacle, in the spe of the
withbe4 ofng of transit facilities through Palestine to be
placed in the way of the drelopment of this concession.

In
Trafford Smith, B9g.,

Olental OfMi.e,



Ia thigge g maUgnage w *l tbat the high
osatateaemken4be autbeat2e to grant the
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RUERENCE : C-O.SJ

L

WHITEHALL 5422

02

CABINET OFFICE

GREAT GEORGE STREET,

S.W.I
21st November,1947

11 71 t T
I~UU~

At the request of the Official Committee
on Palestine, the Chiefs of Staff have
despatched a telegram to the Commanders-in-
Chief, Middle East asking them for a plan of
withdrawal on the assumption that the arrival
of a United Nations Commission cannot be delayed
after the 1st February. The Chiefs of Staff
would like to make certain points in connection
with this plan.

19 The problem of evacuating Palestine
under the terms visualised by the Commanders-
in-Chief in their signal 186/CCL and by the

A High Commissioner in his telegram No.2210 of
19th November, is already one of extreme
complexity and will entail the loss of
150,000 tons of stores. The prospect of the
early arrival of a United Nations Commission
immeasurably increases the difficulties and may

V well lead to a situation in which we are forced
to carry out our evacuation in an undignified
manner, by grace of an unfriendly United Nations
Commission, with a consequent loss of prestige ad
respect in an area of the world where prestige
and respect are of cardinal importance.

2 CV *47
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They would urge therefore that the policy
for the withdrawal should be based principally
on the requirement for conducting this
extremely difficult operation in the way least
likely to produce overwhelming difficulties for
those who have to carry it out and not on
the pure legality of the date of surrender of
the Mandate and arrival of the U.N.O.
Commission.

3 If the arrival of the U.N.O.
Commission cannot be delayed until the final
stages of our evacuation are about to be
completed, we can see no reasonable' alternative
to a step by step withdrawal of civil
administration and military forces and a
simultaneous assumption of authority by the
U.N.O. Commission in the areas from which we
have withdrawn.

The Chiefs of Staff emphasise that the
G.O.C. must be given full and sufficient
authority by H.M.G. to take whatever action
is necessary to ensure the safdy and
maintenance of the troops under his command.
This may entail taking offensive action in
areas under the control of the United Nations
Commission.

-2-



I
I

The Chiefs of Staff further suggest
that if any announcement is made by
Sir Alexander Cadogan giving the dates of the
termination of the Mandate, he should state
clearly that the date would only hold good
if the present recommendation before the
United Nations Organisation received their
approval.

S.

7 K .s

B. A.B. Burrows ,Esq. ,
Foreign Office.

.3--
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FROM GENERAL SIR JQHN SHEA
G.C.B., K.C.M.G., D.S.O.

COMMISSIONER FOR LONDON
KENSINGTON 113*8

61.

Personal.

i 149

25 lOV

BoY SCOUTS LONDON OFFICE
3, CROMWBLL PLACE

*~~- LONDON, S.W 4

The Rt. Hon. Ernest Bevin, M.P.,
Foreign Office,
Whitehall,
s.w.1. e /

November 19th 1947.

On the 8th December, thirty years ago, my 60th
London Division, which I had the great honour to
command, captured Jerusalen. During the rough and'
ready military administration after the Armistice, we
had no trouble and a claim by the Jews that I should
hand over to them the Harbour of Jaffa, the Railway
line from Jaffa to Jerusalem, and a portion of the
Mount of Olives, was easily disposed of. I had just
time before I left to admire the very wise administra-
tion of Lord Samuel: I have kept in touch with
Palestine ever since.

You are very wise, I therefore venture to approach
you and ask you whether it is not possible even at this
late hour, to prevent the partition of the Holy Land.
I think you know as well as I do that if this partition
takes place, not only will there be the same hideous
state of affairs as has been the case in Pakistan and
India, but we will alienate the whole of the Arab world.
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I hope you will forgive im addressing you in these
terms, my only excuse is that I feel so deeply about the
whole matter.

SS TONER FOR LONDON.

ti

D.
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OUT 1Li-E 3,wd...bW, 1917.
(U 

T 
M11 

09/4 6 / 3 1 )

Thank go for your lete of NoerabVr 19th

about 1lestine.

we referred the Palesthne question to the Uited
Nations when It baoa1se clear that there was no
possibility of ontinuing to carry out the andte.
During The United N*atins debates we have conetstmntW
adopted an attitude of impartLa1lty, not wishing to be

aso0ate1 with any particular proposal for a sett)*mat
or Vo jnfuence the delegations of other Powere.
have fined ourselves to malcLng t clear that we wU

not ourselves. take reponsibility for mplemnt in a
settlement which would require the &se of fore agaiWt
either party In Palestlie.

t can as a you that we have all along bee
guLde4 by the wish to achi4ee a fair and lastIng
.ettlnt for the welfare o all the inhabtaIto Of

Palestior.

Yours ainoetey,

Oenerl Sir John Shea, G.C.B., K.C.M.G.,
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Mr. R. G. Jones,
8, Willow Grove,
Hillfields Bark,
Fishponds, Bristol.

20th November, 1947. L-

Dear Sir,
25 0V

I am an ex-Ufficer who has r
returned from Palestine. During my stay
there I became interested in the Arab
world, I am now very perturbed when 1
realise that very shortly they will be
governing themselves. I know that they
have no trained Army or Police Forces, and
1 also know that no state can be governed
without trained police, or army personnel,
particularly in the case of an Arab State.

I, and one or two. other Officers have
been seriously considering returning to
Palestine and giving the Arabs a hand with
the training of Police and Army forces. I
am not sure if this course is legal, I am
also sure that there are other difficulties
to overcome.

I should be very grateful if you could
advise me of the legality of. my proposed
future actions as mentioned above, and any
other difficulties which are likely to
arise in connection with these plans. I
should also appreciate it if you could
advise me as to the Arab organisation to
approach in regard to the above.

I am Sir,
Your sincere Servant.

R. G.J ones.



Registry
No. 11054 /46/31

JGSB.

ro:
R.G.Jones, Esq.,
8 Willow Grove,
Hillfields Park,
Fishponds, Bristol

QU T F L E -aj:i ?nrimhPar. 1947.

Sir,

I am directed etc. to acknowledge

receipt of your letter of November 20th,

enquiring whether it would be possible for

you to return to Palestine and help with the

training of Arab Police and armed forces.

2. If you wish to enter Palestine during

the present period before the British

Mandate is terminated you should. apply to

the Passport Office, who will refer your

application tot the Government of Palestine.

As regards the desirability of your taking

up the service mentioned by you, I am to

suggest that when applying for a visa to

enter Palestine you should at the same time

call at the Colonial Office and consult that

Department.
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* 110$4/46/31

s.;i. 1.

3rd ee em ber, i 97

3ir,

I am' directed by Mr. Secretary Bevia toacknowledge receipt eof Sur letter of 20th November
enqu ring whether it woud be possible for you toreturn to Palesti n sad help with the training ofArab Police and armed forces.

2. Ifjpuvis to enter Palestias turing thepresent period before the british Mandate isterminated you should apply to the Passport Ofticewho vIll refer our application t the GovernMent of.Paleatine. As regards the desirability of gourtaking up the service mentioned by .ou, I am tosugest itat wh1en applyLg for a visa to enterPaIestin.e gou should at the name time call at theColonial Office and consult that Department.

Yorobedienu t*at

eC . l -44. .l 0 - 9

L*G. J~sw, *aq.,
8, Will Grove,

killtield Park,
ft sIpond.,

Bristol.
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EASTERN

Parliamentary Question

-X 19. Mr. Lipson,-To ask the Secretary of State for the Cooniies, if, 2wQ iGe further
murders of British soldiers and civilians. in Palstie, he will arrange Tf di rv

&itish personnel from Palestine to be corpketed not1 l r than 1st Mf instead of 1st
August, as had been annomwed. [Wedjesday 19th Nuvember.}
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British Personnel
(Withdrawal)

34. Mr. Lipson asked the Secretary of
State for the Colonies if, in view of the
further murders of British soldiers and
civilians in Palestine, he will arrange for
the evacuation of British personnel from
Palestine to be completed not later than
1st May instead of 1st August, as had
been announced.

Mr.' Creech Jones: His Majesty's
Government deeply deplore the continuing
toll of British lives in Palestine, but they
consider that 1st August is the earliest
date by which the withdrawal of all
British troops in Palestine could be com-
pleted, having regard particularly, to their
number, the large quantities of equipment
involved and the problem of transport.

Mr. Lipson: Is the Secretary of State
aware of the concern felt by relatives of
these men in this country at the long
time that it is proposed to take for
evacuation, and can he give an assurance
that all possible speed will be shown in
bringing about the evacuation, and, in
particular, that there is no intention to
go slow with evacuation until April, in
order to make possible the export of the
citrus crop from Palestine?

Mr. Creech Jones: All steps will be
taken to secure as speedy a withdrawal,
as possible, but it is a very complicated
operation, and problems of accommoda-
tion and transport must be considered if
the thing is to be carried through effi-

ciently and at all effectively.

Mr. Stokes: Will my right hon. Friend
make clear to our American friends that
unless they stop subsidising the Zionist
movement, the Western mammies will
soon have to send their sons to Palestine
to impose an unwelcome policy?

Dr. Segal: Could my right hon. Friend
give an undertaking to make at least an
early withdrawal of British Forces into
the Gaza area where there is ample accom-
modation for all the troops at present in
Palestine? Can he give a further under-
taking that in the evacuation not only the
ports of Haifa and Jaffa will be used, but
that the widest possible use will be made
of road and rail facilities to the Suez Canal
zone?

Mr. Creech Jones: The withdrawal from
Palestine cannot'be discussed by question
and answer on the Floor of the House.

kMr. Pickthorn: Could the right hon.
Gentleman say whether his original answer
was meant to imply that all equipment will
be got out by 1st August?

Mr. Creech Jones: We hope that as
much equipment as possible will be with-
drawn by that date.

Mr. Thurtle: Can my right hon. Friend
say whether the withdrawal has already
started?

Mr. Screech Jones: All I can say is that
the matter is receiving our most active
consideration.

19 NOV1947
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(This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on].

Cypher/OTP. DIL TICKET).

Obi FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN OFFIC .

(From United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations).

No, 5519. D. 12.26 p.m. 24th November 1947.

24th November 1947. R. 5.47 p.m. 24th November 1947.

Repeated to: Jerusalem and
Washington.

MOST IMMEDIATE.

SERT.

My telegram No.3512,

Following for Secretary of State from Minister
of State.

You will have seen that Herschel Johnson, in
his last speech in the Palestine Committee:

(A) Accused His Majesty's Government of having
adopted an unhelpful attitude, and of having done nothing
o bridge the gap relating to enforcement in the
partition plan;

(B) Stated that the United States Delegation
would notnderstand abstentions when the vote was taken.

2. There are signs that the American attempt to
stampede the Assembly both by pressure and by constant
suggestion that when Lhe time comes His Majesty' s
Government will not be able to avoid active co-op ration
with the United Nations Commission., is meeting with some
success. The reversal of the Chinese position is a
case in point.

5. In these circumstances you may wish to speak to
Marshall, warning him of- the risk that the General
Assembly is bein called upon to take by voting for
partition without provides my means of enforcing it,
and of the heavy respnsib ity which the United States
Government will bear if its tactics succeed in persuading
Delegations against their own judgent to assume this
risk.

Please pass Inediate to Jerusalem as my
t el egram No. 258E

(Copy sent to Telegraph Section, Colonial Office,
for re-tranmission to Jerusalen.]

(Copy sent to' Private Secretary.]

W:W:W:W:W
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Palestine].

I discussed

Mr Marshall

the Palestine

on November

to the statements

question with

24th. I drew attention

by Mr Herschel/ JohnsQnz

at the United Nations Assembly

New York telegram tot

H.M.G. had adopted

done nothing

enforcement

U.S. delegation

whe n

an unhelpful

to breach

reported

the effect

attitude

the gap relating

in the partition plan;and

would not understand

the vote was taken.

indications of a

oth by pressure

in

that

and

to

that the

abstention

I added that there were

n American attempt

and by constant

that when the time came H.l.G. would

to avoid active cooperation

to stampede

suggestion

not be able

with the U.N.

Commit ssion.

2. I then outlined

ments in connection

the grave

faced and

American

great

electoral

difficulties

briefly recent

with Palestine

with which

my disappointment

policy. It seemed
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to
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that anti-semitism was growing in this

country and that feelings ran high in the

House of. Commons. This situation had been

brought to ahead by the callous murder of

the two Hr i ish;sergeants. Up to that time

I had felt that the situation in Palestine

might have been held but since then the

position had entirely changed. H.M.G. had

decided that they would withdraw from

Palestine and as regards the vote to be

cast at the United Nations1 I had already

given instructions that the U.Ke.DelegationZ

should abstain. I was distressed at the turn

events were taking and thought it deplorable

that the United Kingdom was again being held

up to ignominous abuse.

z
3. Mr Marshall said that he fully realism d

zthat in many respects the United Kingdom

had not been fairly treated over Palestine..

He himself had inherited a policy from his

Wpredecessors which he had had no part in mo

formulating. He had nevertheless spoken 0

in very strong terms to the Jews and left

them in no doubt whatever of his attitude to-

their present activit Ja.He had also made 0

it clear to the Arabs that he would not

give way to any blackmailing tactics on

their part. He wished however to take strong

exception to the last point I had made.

There was no intention on his part of making

things more difficult for the U.K. and he

disliked that suggestion. What he sought

was to reach if possible an orderly settleme t.

Palestine :

was an essential part of the Middle East

I
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I finally said that I hoped that Mr

would be able to review the situationMarshall
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on]

E 11069/46/G

Secret.

Cypher/OTP CABINET DISTRIBUTION

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO WASHINGTON

No.12222

26th November,1947. D. 9.50 p.m. 26th Novemberl9 7.

Repeated to New York (UKDEL) No.4110.

IMMEDA TE
SECRET

Addressed to Washington telegram No.12222 of

November 26th repeated for information to United

Kingdom Delegation New York.

United Kingdom Delegation New York telegram

No.3519 [of November 24th: Palestine].

I discussed the Palestine question with Mr. Marshall

on November 24th. I drew attention to the statements

by Mr. Herschel Johnson at the United Nations Assembly

reported in New York telegram under reference totie effect

that His Ma3sty*s Government had adopted an unhelpful

attitude and done nothing to breach the gap relating 
to

enforcement in the partition plan; and that the United

States delegation would not understand abstention when

the vote was taken. I added that there were indications

of an American attempt to stampede the Assembly both by

pressure and by constant suggestionn that when the time

came His Majesty's Government would not be able to avoid

active co-operation wth the United Nations Commission.

2. I then outlined briefly recent developments in

connexion with Palestine and explained the grave difficultie

with which we had been faced and my disappointment at many

turns in American policy. It seemed to me that this great

issue had been handled more with the electoral situation

in New York City in mind than having regard to the large

issues of foreign policy involved. I wished to wars

Mr. Marshall that anti-semitism was growing in this

country and that feelings ran high in the House of Commons.

This situation had been brought to a head by the callous

murder of the two British sergeants. Up t. that time I had

felt that the situation in alestine might have been held

but since tlien the position had entirely changed. His

Ma jesty' s Government had decided that they weald withdraw
from Palestine and as regards the vote to be cast at the

United Nations, I had already given instructions that the

United Kingdom Delegatien should abstain. I was distressed
at the turn events were taking and thought iMe plorable
that the United Kingdom was again being held up to
ignominous abuse. 3.1...

$e
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3. Mr. Marshall said that he fully realised that
in many respects the United Kingdom had not been fairly
treated over Palestine. He himself had inherited a policy
from his predecessors which he had had ilo part in
formulating. He had nevertheless spoken in very strong
terms to the Jews and left them in no doubt whatever
of his attitude to their present activities. He had
also made it clear to the Arabs that he would not give
way to any blackmailing tactics on their part. He wished
however to take strong exception to the last point I
had made. There was no intention on his part of making
things more' difficult for the United Kingdom and he
disliked that suggestion. What he sought was to reach
if possible an orderly settlement. Palestine was an
essential part of the Middle East.

4. I finally said that I hoped that Mr. Marshall
would be able.t review the situation in the light of the
explanations which I had given and that it wouldbe
possible for him to restrain Mr. Herschel Johaonefrom'n
increasing our difficulties in the Middle East'
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En ola ix WORLD ORGANISATION DISTRIBUTION.

FROM NEW YORK TO-
IiXJREIGN OFFICE.

(From United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations).

No. 3512.
'3urd. ovember, 1947.
Repeated to Jerusalem

D. 7.42
R. 7.40

and ,Saving

p.m. 23rd Noveiaber,
a.m. 24th November,
to Washington4.

GIANT.

My telegram No.

Palestine Committee.

At the third meeting on the 22nd November the first
speaker was the delegate for Chile who announced that he
would vote for the partition proposal. He was followed
by Alireza (Saudi Arabia) who said he was not prepared to
.discuss the partition plan. He wished however to
eraphasise that the comrmiittee were being asked to approve
the establishment under United Nations auspices of a Jewish
Army. Referring to a remark made in Sub-Conn ittee 1 by
Granados,, he said that one of "your nominated commissioners"
had already stated that he would rather have 5,000 men
than 30,000 children as immigrants for reasons which
were obvious. Alireza also connented on Pruszynski's
statement that the Bedouin had not been included in
Sub-Committee's figures of population because they were
nomads. Were nomads not human beings?

2. Pearson (Canada) sa
for implementation placed mo
draft had done on co-operati
the andatory power. The f
what date the mandate would.
difficulty. But they must
Kingdom Delegation had said
terminated very soon. This
terminate before the British
area. If this were in fact

id that the amended proposal
)re emphasis than the original
Lon between United Nations and
act that they did not know on
be terminated was,-a very real
assume frora what the United
that the mandate would be

seemed to imply that it would
forces were withdrawn from any
the intention most of the

inconsistencies in the plan for implementation would
disappear. But if by some chance areas were evacuated
before the mandate ended how could the mandatory maintain
its responsibilities in those areas? It was true that not
all the difficulties of implementation had been overcome
but "all we can do is to hope that the peoples of Palestine
will co-operate". Pearson challenged Berendsen to produce
an amendment on the lines of his seech. Referring to
Johnson's [? omission] the United Kingdom's attitude he
said that the Sub-Committee had received every possible
assistance from the United Kingdom Delegation. He
proceeded however to exclude the United Kingdom Government
from this compliment. The plan of Sub-Comnittee 1 would
work provided that it obtained the co-operation of the
mandatory power, the active backing of the permanent members
of the Security Council and acceptance by thepeoples of
Palestine and by all members of the United Nations. So
far as the mandatory power was concerned, he was confident
that the Commission could count on its co-operation.

Nincic (Yugoslavia) stated that his delegation had
/not...

0 hOD
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1947.

3510.
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rFOREIGN OFFICE.
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not changed its attitude and would not vote foreither plan. Gonzalez Fernandez (Colombia) supportedthe request of Denmark and New Zealand for more tie to
of Pal t issues. So important a matter as the futurePalestine should not be subordinated to lane and
hipreservations. Loridan (Belgium) explained thatdelegation could no longer support the pooa oreferrin legal rbe0s thespot heroposalforreb rin ea problems to the Interna tional Court,because It was now too late for this to be of useThe United Kina rl .delegation had justly attention
totng in thopresent plan and he would abstain from

the Dominican Riubli is stae. The delegation for
the oia n b s tingtan eb s ddvo parition was betterthannothnga nc he would vote for it.

4.uJohnson (United States) confirmed Pearson'stoppritcisthat in his previous speech he had intendedUnto d crtiisnot hUi Kingdom delegation but theUnited Kingdon Government, which had not been entirelyhelpful and had not "closed any of the gaps which
exited in fact or in imaination . He said

stan abstentions delegation would not be able to under-
ssertd abethatis on so important a question. HeThery tht the prograrrie for implementation was adequate,

decisions- o ths pied s the loyal acceptance of theniteindof the United Nations. He believed that theUnited Kingdom would &c-t as a .good membead twouldh
co-o- Crate on a psctial good nmbrand would
the roit"e opractcalhbasis 1He concluded by urgingthe lo~m.t tee to "rs the nettle". Yugn

ForeignNo. 22.
Office please pass to Jerusalem as my telegram

RepeL sent to TelegraphRop Rpeitonto Jerusalem]. Section Colonial Office for
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[This telegram
retained by the

is of particular secrecy and
authorised recipient an #zt should be

passed on]

Cypher/CPP. DlPLOdLATIc (SEaCREIT)

TO FOREIGN

Lord Inverchapel.
No.6651.

24th November,

Repe ated

1947.

D. 8.25

R. 1.50

to Jerusalem
New York (U.K.

p.m. 24th November,

a.m. 25th November,

1947.

1947.

Delegation)

IMMEDIATE.

SECRET.

United Kingdom Delegation New
to you: Palestine.

York telegram No.5519

Hendersvon spontaneouslyreferred to Johnson' s state-
ment during conversation with Allen today and said that it
had been made without consultation with State Department.
He de plred these unfortunate and untimely remarks, which
he hal taken up at a high level, pointing out very strongly
the dangers to be feared from such an attitude.

2. He said
not (rep at not)
and not (repeat
in any way.

that Herschel Johnson was being instructed
to make further statements of this kind ,

not) to influence votes of other delegations

Foreign Office
my telegram No.102.

please pass immediate to Jerusalem

[Copy sent to TelegraPh terCtion
for repe tition to JeruisalemJ.

Colonial
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Box 164, Woodbridge, \
Ontario, Canada,
November 11, 1947.

6n N V

The British Foreign Office,
British Gcovernment,
London, England.

Dear Sirs:

I would like to be in a position to write

an informed article covering Britisn policy in

Palestine. The purpose is to contradict a series of

derogatory statements in connection with British

policy. These statements have appeared in a

university publication with which I have a connection.

They flow from Communist sources but are fairly well

disguised.

My knowledge of the historical background

of the present crisis in ialestine is very much

disconnected and is particularly vague about the

significance of White Papers. I fully appreciate the

fact that Britain has been bearing the Whle

responsibility for maintaining order in Palestine and

that her most vehement critics have been none 
too

anxious to share that responsibility. From what I

have read I obtain the impression that the U.S.S.R.

has issued conflicting statements from time to time

in order not to antagonize the Arabs while retaining

the goodwill of the Jews. The position of the United

States appears to have been regulated by domestic

political considerations. I am puzzled also by what

interpretation to place upon the fact that many of the

Jews fleeing Europe come from Russia or her satellites.

If racial discrimination is frowned upon in Soviet

countries, why are the Jews not all made welcome in

.astern Europe where the decrease in the population

during the war has been very heavy.

Some clarification of the above, a listing

of the main developments together with a few references

would be greatly appreciated.

Yours very truly,



Registry
No. E 11088/46/31.

JG B 0

(9a
t.fater.

Mr.Dudley A.
Bristow,

Box 164,
Woodbridge.

Ontario,
CANADA.

'

FOREIGN

OUT F

OFFICE,

' .December,

S.w.l.,

1947.

Sir,

I

receipt

asking

am directed

of your letter

for information

background

Palestine.

2. I

of the present

am to suggest

work of reference

intended

History

article

etc. to acknowledge

of November 11th

about the historical

situation in

that the most suitable

for the purposes

would be

of Palestine

Administration"

Nations by His

was printed by

Service, New York

supply you with

of your

the "Political

under British

submitted

Majesty'sa

to the United

Government. This

the British Information

who would be

a copy if you will

glad to

apply

them.

I am,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Top Secret.

Secret.

Confidential.

Restricted.

Open.
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1 FOREIGN OFFICE,

26th December, 1947.

I m directed by M'. Sooretary B3in
t; ac nowledO receipt of your letter of
1th November askingifor inf ormantiofl about

the historical bacgroufld o1 the present
si tuat ion in Pali!o tin.e.

2. I am to suggest that the most suitable
work of reference for the purposes of your
intended article would be the L o11 iO(al

History of P a lest in e under ritibh Admni stration"

submitted to the United Nt ions0 by His

MaJesty's Governnt. This was printed
by the Brit1h Ifortions er vicQ N.ew' York,
who would be gad to supply you with a copy
if you will apply to them,

I am*

Your obediei :ervant,

D . A . B i s o w E Q .

Box 164,
woodbridge,

Ontario
Canaa.
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It
VC' * BRITISH EMBASSY,

WASHINGTON 8, D. C.

OV18th ienber 1947
26 Nov

Ref: 15/353/47

Dear Departmeant,

According to the Jewish Telegraphic Agency,

Congresswoman Frances Bolton, who has recently

returned from a tour of the Middle East, told the

House Foreign Affairs Committee on November 
14th

that the United States stand in favour of the

partition of Palestine had created general dis-

satisfaction in the Middle East. She said that

though the Jewish Agency had accepted 
the partition

plan, it seemed to .be generally understood that

they did so only for the time being. She considered

that it was the responsibility of the United States

to take note of the Arab attitude which she 
asserted

had received little publicity in this country. 
She

felt that the Mufti was growing in popularity and

power, and xenophobia was very much on the increase

in all the countries in the Near and Middle East.

This was undoubtedly subtly fostered by the 
Kremlin

but it was led openly in the Near East by the Mufti.

We are sending a copy of this letter to

Jerusalem.

Yours ever,

CHANCERY

Eastern Department,
Foreign Office,

London, S.W.l.
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24th Novembers 1947.

Dear Mr. Chalmers,

Thank you for your letter of the
17th November, enclosing your Memorandum
about Palestine,* This should, I think,
be referred to the Foreignfice, and
I am therefore sending on your letter
and your Memorandum to tha t department.

Yours sincerely,

(c. L.
Private

BRU )
secretary.

D. P. L.CamrsOs.
r Bckingham Terace,

adinburgh.
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8 BUCKINGHAM TERRACE

EDINBURGH

November 17th,

Dear Sir,

Referring to my letter
)W that Sir Stafford Cripps is

even greater reason than befo
could have spun it out but I h
man accustomed to papers can r

of November 5th -
Chancellor of the
re for him to read
ave chosen to cut
ead well inside a

Exchequer there
I the enclosed.
it down to what
1 hour.

The so-called "redistribution of the nation
simply means that politicians have transferred that p
business profits which were annually used in reorgani
for further development, transferred it to the wage-e
from the nature of things, would not know how to use
increase, even if he wished, in doin t at essential

The salaried maan manufacturer, who used
a bit every year, now, after deducting taxation, have
invest, and usually more expensive responsibilities.
so-called capitalist is in the same boat. There are
in the three classes but not enough of them to count.

al income"
art of
sing industry
arner, who,
his income-
thing.

t o invest
nothing to
The

exceptions

owned, by
taxation.
the count
national

Financing
the State

No dexte
ry for the
development

industry, whether nationalised or privately
puts up production costs through increased
rity of planning can find a substitute in
previous surplus which used to be on tap for

outside
Therefore the funds for development have t o be sought

the country.

I suppose it is because
that everybody, including the Con
the only way this country can get
favour of M/r Marshall. By that
commercial future, and possibly t
Colonies, to a very large extent,

we have
servative
finance

method we
hat of th

in pawn

a Socialist Government
Party, seems to imagine

from outside it is by
are bound to put our

e Commonwealth and
to the United States.

The average i
what it was before the
wage earner, as itd oes
In South America there
hands of the investment
These private funds we

ncome o
War.
here,
is a gr
class.

should

)f the American citizen is twice
That does not mean only of the
but of everybody else as well.
eat increase of wealth in the

The same thing in India.
attract for our benefit.

Even if we could raise
without increasing costs, it is

the money within the country
doubtful if we have sufficient

'
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man power to increase purely British output to the extent required.
Therefore any funds we could raise abroad should be used partly
here to increase productivity, and partly in the development of
projects abroad, some of the profit of which at any rate should
come to this country to help us out. Out of both kinds of
development we could repay those who supplied us with the funds.

we would
own hole.

By using
turn itt o

the
our

problem of Palestine in
own advantage, help us

the way I suggest
to climb out of our

The larger of my two schemes is no
British Government to handle. For it is a,
and more straightforward than the American p
Europe. It is designed to help us without
those plans. But it does not conflict with
benefiting from them.

t too
great
lans
being
them

big for the
deal simpler

for Western
dependent on

., or with us

The lesser scheme, although it would not bring us
direct financial advantage, at any rate states th

peaceable solution of the Palestine problem. By

Jew, listening t o Arab, listening to Americans, i
producing a constructive policy of our own, the q
whether wda have'nt already played into Molotov's

But if we spoke at once it ought not to be too la
because we are still in Palestine, Being stil t

say, if we wished, - we wotnt go until Jew, Arab,
accept our solution for a change.

Both schemes require.
Up till now nobody has thought
would be to the advantage of a

ie only
r listening to
nstead of
uestion is
hands.

te even now,
here we could

Americans

the consent of the Arabs.
of making any proposal which
single Arab to accept.

it

If the Government acted on either of my schemes

I should have rendered a valuable public service. In the

past I, and my father before me, have made proposals to

British Governments which have been used. Neither-of us ever

received public recognition or private thanks or remuneration.

It is not however necessary to go into that in this letter further

than to say the schemes are my property.

Yours sincerely,

D. P. L. Chalmers.

C . L. Bruce Esq,
Private Secretary to Sir Stafford Cripps.

Cabinet Office.
Great George Street, S.W.I.

-_..-"0 ./4
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The Palestine Problem.

There should be an Agreement between Great Britain,

the Arab States, the United States and world Jewry that

Palestine shall be a Jewish State under a Jewish Government;

that non-Jews shall have the right to reside there 
for ordinary

business purposes, subject to the laws of the country, but under

the proteetion of a Provost of Jerusalem to 
be appointed under

this Agreement.

.2. The Arab States to undertake to absorb all Arabs 
at

present resident in Palestine, and to provide 
them with

equivalent lands and/or premises within 
their territories.

3. The Arabs leaving Palestine to be bought out of their

lands at years purchase, and/or to be compensated for their

businesses (e.g. as in Jaffa) at years purchase.

4. Arabs who elected to stay would of course receive no

payments. But the. Provost of Jerusalem would protect them

against exploitation or oppression.

5. Palestine to be a neutral country.

6. The frontiers to be jointly and severally guaranteed.

by a treaty between Great Britain, the Arab States and the

United States, against attack, encroachment or infiltration.

7. Palestine to have only a police force good enough to

keep order within the couhtry. But to undertake to increase

it to the level of a defence force if required to do so by the

Arab States, Great Britain and the United States. Such increase

nly to be allowed if askedf or by the Arab League as part of

their preparation against aggression. Palestine to enter into

no military arrangements with any other country except 
the Arab

States, Great Britain and the United States.

8. In any commercial treaty with another country, or

business dealings between Palestinian municipalities 
or firms

and those of another country, the "most favoured nation"

principle to apply to the Arab States, 
Great Britain and the

United States.

9. Jerusalem to be set apart from the rest of Palestine

as the spiritual home of the Christian, Mahommedan 
and Jewish

faiths, with freedom to all other denominations or sects to

have a place of worship there; this would include the Greekk

and Coptic churches. The boundary of Jerusalem should extend

in a circuit of 10 miles so as to include Bethlehem, 5 miles

distant, and to allow for growth.

10. The civil administration of Jerusalem to be under a

Mayor and City Council; but religious affairs 
to be managed by

their own appropriate bodies. The City Council to be elected

by the rate-payers, including the religious 
bodies, but with

the proviso that no priest of any denomination 
shall be a member.

II. As Great Britain is the MandatoryPower it is our duty

when relinquishing the Mandate, to arrange that, 
as far as possibl

we leave behind us organised Justice. The Arab States and the

United States therefore to agree with Great Britain and any

Jewish Provisional Government in Palestine, 
that the Provost of

Jerusalem must always be chosen by vote of the City Council from

among the Judges of the High Court of England, or the Court of

Session in Scotland or the Supreme Court of the United States,
and his appointment be for a minimum period of five years.

12. The Provost to be assisted by a Deputy 
Provost



The Palestine Problem.

elected in the same way, chosen from the County Court Judges
or Sheriffs, or corresponding American Judge, provided the
latter is a trained lawyer.

13. The Provost Court's particular province to be to
adjudicate in any disputes between the civil administration and

the religious bodies in Jerusalem, or in disputes between one
religious body and another, and to act as a court of appeal from
a lower Jerusalem court, sitting either with or without a jury
as desired by the litigants.

14. The appointment of Jewish magistrates throughout
Palestine to be subject to approval by the Provost and Deputy
Provost. The Provost's Court to have power to take a case out
of a Magistrates' court. In this way any Arab who opted to
remain in Palestine would be protected against possible Jewish
discrimination.

15. After twenty five years this tutelage of Justice to
be relinquished, provided Jewish Government of Palestine, the
Government eb the Arab States, of Great Britain and the United
States, are in agreement there are Jews, sufficiently trained
in impartiality to take the places of the Provost and Deputy.

I6. The
British, an Am(
a more certain
If so a Deputy

Provost's Court could of course consist of
erican, a Jewish and an Arab Judge, if that
way to get impartial Justice than with one
Provost would not be necessary.

a
seemed
Judge.

I7. Except in Jerusalem the form of Government for
Palestine should be decided by representative Jews from all
world Jewry. Native Jews, Moscow-trained "terrorists", the
Jewish Agency, American Jews who have worked up enmity to Great
Britain, are not the only Jews to be considered in a settlement
which is after all just as important to Christianity.

18. The reason why Palestine should be a Jewish State has
been inadvertently pointed out by the Egyptian delegate to U.N.O.
He pointed out that under the Covenant there was no provision
for the surrender of a Mandate; if it was to be surrendered that
could only be to the Turks from whom it had been taken. But
nobody proposes to return Palestine to the Turks, who held it
for hundreds of years up till Allenby's conquest. The Arabs
never held the country at all. But the predecessors of the

Turks were the Jews. Therefore the only people who have a
moral right to the country are really the descendants of the
Jewish tribes who did not leave the country when the Turks
conquered it.

In order to bring
the Problem of Palestine -I
solution under Mr Herschel

The Bank of Englad to o
Loan for 5000,000,000 $ , £1250,0

~'#& Inviting subscriptions
making a special appeal to world

R epam ent to be at par
10 years, of 2 of the Capital
125,000,000 $ each year after ten

years to pay off the whole Loan.
slower or at a lower rate.

Repayment of
the British Government
St- es-

about this peaceful solution
the less said about U.N.0's
Jo1nson's stimulus the better

pen a Jew and Arab Friendship
00,000, at 5 per cent.
from all over the world, but
Jewry, Mohammedans and Americans.
after ten years, beginning after

That would be £31,250,000 or
years; and it would take 50

Repayment could of course be

interest and capital to be guaranteed by
out of profits of trade with the United

That means the Americans would have to lower, or remove,

2

-
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The Palestine Problem. 3

a definite value in trade value in order to make direct trade
with America larger because more profitable, a somewhat
different arrangement from that made by them under the late
lamented Loan.

It is no use a borrower knowing that his loan can
only be repaid by selling to and serving the lender or paying
him gold unless the lender agrees to take the right amount in
payment. The complicated conditions surrounding the American
Loan dodged that inescapeable rule. So far as I know the
results of the Geneva economic discussions have too.

But as the entire success of Great Britain's export
drive depends on our getting behind their supersonic tariff wall
we have to make the Americans pierce a suitable hole to let our
plane through - forced landings with full loads elsewhere are
not enough. It has to be done in a definite way, deliberately
done; if not the drive will fail, worse than fail.

My proposed Loan would be the thin end of the wedge
into a fair two-way trade with America. And the fact that the
down-and-out British actually were going to finance their own
way out of their depression without holding out their hands f v
Mr Marshall's benevolence any more should pretty well cure
American myopia. That would be all to the good. For as soon
as you let an American understand you do'nt need him he becomes
obliging.

would hav
Assuming
value of

I. To:
in Pales

The
taxation
to begin
capital

The Loan would mean that British profits against it
eto be arranged at some £62,5500,000 annually
trading profit was 5% - a low estimate - the annual
the trade against the Loan would be E£15,000,000.

The purposes of the Loan would be -
make an advance to the Jewish Government to be set up
tine to start the new State with cash in the till.
conditions would be - 5% to be met out of Palestine
annually, and the capital sum to be repaid, repayment
after ten years (pari passu with British repayment of

of the Jew and Arab Friendship Loan.)

2. To advance sums in compensation to Arabs who
themselves from Palestine into Arab States; and t o
removed themselves elsewhere.

3. To make payments
for Arabs, and others,

removed
others who

to Arab States who found accomodation
who came to them out of Palestine.

4. To finance the formation of a Palestine and Arab States
Development and Trading Corporation.

The Board would consist of British, Jew and Arab Directors
with e working majority of British ones and a British Chairman.

Great Britain would hold 51 per cent of the Stock and
Palestine and the Arab States be given the 49 per cent between
them.

That Arab State which took the majority of the emigrants
from Palestine would get the highest proportion of Stock.

The new Palestine should becontent to recieve the least
of the Stock - having done nothing to earn it.

Palestine and the Arab States in return for an
economic settlement instead of war, and in return for shares
in the Development Corporation, would agree to the Corporation
purchasing all its requirements in Great Britain, and profits
from development, such as irrigation works in Mesopotamia for
cotton-growing, passing through the hands of the Corporation.
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All profits would be allocated
advances made in connection with setting
andf or receiving and removing Arabs.

After
the Development
British State,

to
up

paying off the
the new Palestine,

these charges had been paid off profit from
Corporation would be divided between the
Palestine State and Arab States.

But on the principle
own affairs as soon as it can,
should have the right from the
share of the Corporation after
redeemed.

that every State should run its

Palestine and the Arab States
first to take over the British
the Friendship Loan had been

After providing for the
Palestine-Arab League quarrel hhe
still have in hand a large amount
I estimate about half of it.

economi
British
of the:

c solution
Government

Friendship

of the
would
Loan.

Out of this purchases could be made in America,

scheduled as purchases against the particular Loan, of mining

equipment to increase coal exports to Europe expediting the

Marshall Plan, and other purchases in America, e.g. machine

tools, for the same object.

The National Coal Board would pay I
equipment to cover the Bondholders' int
other allocated imports from America1

Not one
consumable goods,
Loan would put us

For example
the £,6000000 of
consumption, and
to hold indefini
ordinary cost of
tobacco merchant
cover the Bondho
enough tobacco f
months. And th
could be decreas

penny of the Loan should
e.g. food or tobacco. 1
in a goo d bargaining po

the Government
American tobacco
I recently bought
tely, at a price
buying dollars.

s could be at E%
)lders' interest.
or at least three
ie
red

highly unpopular
.o

5% on the
rest required,
the same thing.

be spent in
But bhe special
sition.

might be able to purchase
manufactured
by the American
which would wip

Resale to the
Government prof

We would then
years instead

r tax, alleged

Government
e out the

British
it which would
have in hand

of twenty
to save dollars,

Something similar could be done with petrol.

American tanker owners might be glad to sell at a price,

rather than lay up indefinitely, which would justify us

importing from our own petroleum resources, refining, and

reexportingt o the Continent. The basic ration could be

restored, and the Government would get car and petrol tax.

Two real grievances against the Government would be removed,

tobacco and petrol. Consumption of both, provided it can be

done without dollar purchases, which it could be in this way,

are both anti-inflationery.

I will examine some of the points which I can see

may be made against my scheme.
Mr Dalton may say if he allowed the British investor

to buy any 5% Bonds he would buy the whole Loan, we wouldn't

get the dollars we need, and his 2#s would be unsaleable.

But as the Loan wou' d be open to all the world,

although we would hope t o get most of it from American and

Jew investors, the British share of the Loan could be limited

to say a quarter of the whole.
Obviously Mr Dalton couldn't give the British

investor 22% and the others 5%. And if he made the whole

Loan at 2#% he would get no American investor to look at it.

Nor could he exclude the British and get all his subscriptions

mining
and any

for British
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from abroad.
and there wou
right return

There would be
Lid be no takers.
to the American s

thought
So he

and let

to be something fishy
would have to offer te

the British have it too.

Quite probably the British share of the Loan wouldgo to a premium the morning of issue. If it was a trustee
stock, and it should be, it would. The speculator has donevery well out of cheap money, the trustee certainly has not,to put it mildly. A Loan, which to some extent would set offthe losses trustees havet o put up with in converting railwaystocks, in many cases almost pauperising their beneficiaries,
a defenceless class, would be a popular one.

Supposing the Friendship
per cent premium what of it ? As
might just as well be bought. Ther
the latter could only be temporary.
would be quick to see if he bought
a good thing. What would that mat
money we were getting any way.

Loan did go even to a 100
soon as that happened 2-s
Before any depreciation in

The American speculator
on this side he would be on
ter ? It would be American

So on the whole the Government would get a large
amount of dollars t o use. The advantage of that would more
than compensate any temporary dislocation of cheap money.

Would the American Administration block the Loan ?
I do'nt see why they should. It wouldn't conflict with anytemporary aid to Europe including ourselves. Fob it would bea private subscription Loan. It would'nt hurt the Marshall
scheme, for the budget surplus shows America can finance thatwithout raising taxation first. But increased American
taxation for the Marshall scheme later on seems to be
anticipated. Therefore a private Loam which reduced thenecessity for that would be a good thing. A Loan of thiskind ought to appeal to the Americans. Part to be spent onpeace in Palestine instead of on war; part on financing a Jewgovernment; part in America to increase our coal and other
things to the Continent to improve things there; part on ArabStates development thus increasing the Bohdholders' security.
Above all because it would show Great Britain was getting under
way with her own steam and not depending on Mr Marshall to be aconjuror or on the American taxpayer.

The Jews obviously would welcome my scheme. In factit is so favourable to them that I feel I should say I am not a
Jew nor have any Jewish connection whatsoever. What I am out
after is t o suggest a way to stop a war by offering both sides
an alternative,financially beneficial to both hone founded on
common sense.

The number of Arabs in Palestine is too large tomove ? There aretoo many to compensate ? Not at all.
I do'nt know if anybody really knows the exact number.
i put it at not more than about 750,000, of whom a good many
are recent arrivals, come there because the'Jews have improved
the place. Compensation would be paid to the heads of families
and grown males, not to women and children dependents, That
should reduce it t o about 80,000 persons to be compensated.
There are about 70,000 Christians, for whom compensation would
be reckoned in the same way. And about 70,000 Beduin.
They could'nt be shifted any more than you can clear out Gypsies.
But in themselves they are no danger to peace.

The Arab States could'nt
As a matter of fact Iraq could take
irrigation plans were carried out,
not the case, could supply all the
without taking a bale from America.

absorb the Palestine Arabs ?
the lot. Mesopotamia, if

and the labour there which is
cotton Great Britain needs

There is a possibility of

,~ S
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The Palestine Problem.

course that the Palestine immigrant wouldn't do a stroke of
work until his money was all gone. That wouldn't be our
trouble. We would have removed the war risk from Palestine.
The Arab might be so fond of his land he would'nt leave
Palestine ? Some w ould'nt, and the scheme provides for their
protection if they stayed. But one of the troubles I under-
stand is that the Arab sells his land to the Jew and then
remains as an uncared for paper, and the Arab States do'rnt
like it. Therefore the latter would put on their own kind of
pressure t o get them to leave.

Would the Arab States accept the scheme ? There
are sufficient disagreements within the Arab League to make
one think they are'nt keen on war. But was has been held out

to them as the only alternative. This scheme would save face.
It would also be profitable. The Mufti might'nt like it, but
then he has to look to the Arab League f or support not the
League to him.

The problem has been permitted to take the form
that it is a matter of Mohammedan honour the world over to
keep Palestine as an Arab State as it always was. The
Egyptian delegate to U.N.O. inadvertently pointed out that
this was not the case. The Ottomans conquered the country
centuries ago, and certain Jew tribes, notably those of Judea,
remained under their rule. In War I Allenby conquered the
country with Arab assistance, but he took it from the Turks,
the descendants of the Obtomans. Lawrence, with or without
British authority, promised the Arabs Palestine should be an
Arab State. As that claim was not pressed before the League
of Nations it can be said Lawrence's promise was unauthorised.
The Egyptian delegate to U.N.O. pointed out that i6r Palestine
wast o be restored to anybody it should be t o the Turks - the
upper class in Egypt being Turks although he did'nt say that.
But the Jews of Judea were there before the Turks and are
there after them. Therfore the Jews have a better historical
claim than anybody else. This should be emphasised to the
Arab States, and it should be pointed out to them that it is
more honourable to recognise a clear historical claim which
means peace than one which can not be substantiated except by
war.

I take it that the attitude of our Government
is-

Mr Bevin says we will
and Arabs which adds up

out.
Mr Creech Jones putsE
out whatever happens.

accept any arrangement between
to peace in Palestine and then

a time
U.N.O

limit, after which we
. can get on with it.

U.N.O's scheme, stimulated by Mr Herschel Johnson,
is that Great Britain holds the ring while Jews and Arabs get
ready for the fight, then Great Britain scuttles out, there's
a nice war, and Palestine goes to the winner. U.N.O. can do
nothing about it. (I at least am under no delusion, and I
do'nt suppose Mr Bevin or Mr Creech Jones is either, that the
U.A.A. would'nt4raise a finger unless Mr Vyshinsky was caught
putting a bomb under Mr Truman's bed.)

We should surely point out to the Americans, Jews
and Arabs, and especially to the Arabs, that after the nice

war Russia will occupy Palestine. Vyshinsky has made history
by actually agreeing twice with Mr Johnson over Palestine.

Why ? The answer is obvious. Russia will offer to act as
U.N.O's policeman In keeping the peace in Palestine. Vyshinsky
might even offer before the nice war. Offer accepted or not,
what happens if Russia acts ? It would not be easy for her,
to enter Palestin9 by land or sea. But Jugoslavia is near

enough for Russian air bases for bombing or airborne troops.

still
Ist.
Jews
clear
2nd.
clear

6-6
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The Iraqi and Saudi Arabian aviation is no match
for the Russian and their armies would be bombed to tatters
and towns in Palestine occupied by paratroops. Turkey has
so far kept out of the quarrel and seems likely to keep out.
The iron curtain would close down over West Asia as well as
over East Europe. The pipe lines would be in Russian hands
and the Canal controlled. Egypt would be as much in Russia
sphere as is Roumania. So would be India before long.

Politically my scheme would oxmkbine Arab, Jew,
Americans and ourselves in preventing Russia using Palestine,
or rather using our disunity over Palestine, as a springboard
to Asia. But as it is a financial scheme out of which stem
the political agreements and not the usual other-way-round
kind, it would not have to go to U.N.o. except as a matter of
courtesy and information. Therefore Russia couldn't vetofor
once.

An Alternative Scheme.

The leaders of world Jewry, outstanding men like
Rothschild, and the Rabbis, would be invited by Great Britain
and America to get their people to subscribe a Jew and Arab
Friendship Loan. sufficiently large to buy out the Palestine
Arabs and pay the Arab States or State which found them
corresponding accomodation. The Loan would be secured on
the revenues of the new Palestine, and to make repayment
doubly secure the liability could be made the foundation
stone of the Constitution. As it might take a c onsiderable
time for it to be subscribed, if confined to Jews alone, and
as the British need for settlement so as to enable us to quit
the country is urgent, a first (annual) payment proportionate
to the total required could be made by the United States.
That payment would be made immediately after acceptance of
the plan by Arab States and Palestine and Arabs and Jews.
On payment the Jews would set up their new Palestine
Government, and we would clear out as soon as possible.
We would get no financial advantage out of this scheme
except the smallish one that
would go through the Bank of
would be to the advantage of
the Loan a 2 per cent one.
would attract the patriotism
doubtful. If the return wa
to Jews, success ought t o be

subscriptions to the Loan
England. Obviously it
the new Palestine to make
Whether such a low interest

of American Jews seems to me
s 5 per cent, and not confined
certain and speedy.

Under this schem
larger scheme, would stand
this peaceful solution of

e paragraphs I to 17, as
, as do my general argum
the problem alternative

in the
ents for
to war.
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No. E.1115V/46/31

JGSB.

To:
D.P.L.Chalme-s

Esq.,
8 Buckingham Ter-

race
EDINBURGH.

OUT FILE C .1-

1947.

Sir,

I am directed

of yourreceipt

addressed

Chancellor

been forwarded

2.

etc.

letter

to acknowledge

of November

to the Private

of the Exchecuer,

the

17th,

Secretary to the

which has

to this Department.

Your suggestions regarding

Palestine problem have

the

been noted.
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FF oreign Orfice,

11158/46/31 .

3rd Dueraber, 1947

Sir,

I am directed by Mr. ecretary
Bevin to acknow1eee the receipt
ot your letter o 17th November,
addrebe8d to th~e Private czetary
to the Chancellor of the E her,
which hae been forwarded to this
department.

2. Your egg eations
the Palestine problem have
noted.

I am,

Your obedien~t

regardi
been

Servai,

Qbalmer8 E,!
BuokinamTerrace ,

Edinburgki.

)u T
°E7

D.P.L.
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on]

Cypher/OTP DIPLOMA TIC(SECRET)

FROM BRUSSELS TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Sir G.Rendel, D. 4.35 p.m. 26th November,1947.

h November,19.7. R. 5.14 p.m. 26th November,19.7

LMIEDIATE

Private and secret.

Belgian vote on Palestine.

* M. Spaak told me this morning that he was in an
"embarrassing position over instructions to be given to

Belgian representative at New York. He did not believe in
partition which - at any rate unless it was enforced with
United States militarisation - would, in his view, lead to
much bloodshed and probably war in the Middle East and
offer no permanent solution. It would be deplorable if this
were to be the only result of the first reference of a
question of this kind to the United Nations. He strongly
disapproved of the United States and Soviet attitude of
supporting partition without being ready to enforce it,
though Soviet object was clear.

2. On the other hand there was no alternative proposal
before United Nations and it was becoming increasingly
difficult for Belgium to continue to abstain from voting
and possibly thus prevent the necessary majority from being
obtained for the only proposal which had been put forward.
Could I give him any advice?

3. I said I thought that it would be difficult for
you to give him any lead though speaking purely personally
I thought it would be better to abstain than to vote against
one's convictions; but at his request I eventually agreed to
ask you privately and urgently whether you felt you could
give him any advice.

.. He said he would be most grateful. Is there anything
I can say to him.

"J
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[Thtis telegram isof partiular ssery ani should be
retained by the auther~iwe reipitet andinet passed en].

FOM IGN OFFInE T E1 L
§. 26

27th Noeber 19I7. D. 12.20 p.a. 27th Nevxber 1947.

Repeated to U.K. Del. Now York NE. 117 ( t (4date)

Addressed to Brus2.s telegram No. 826 of Nevenber 27tk
repeated for information t. United Kingdon Delegation New York.

Your telegraR No. 415 fef Neveaber 26th: Palestine].

His aj3estys Gvernment have *ensistently refrained fron
.e santiug on the substance et the various proposals whisk have

been before the Assembly. They have only int erred to make
clear that British ferses ssuld et be used to encore a settle-
seat whisk, like the partition plan new being voted en, weuld
proek. serious disorders in Palestine and invelve the use of
fore afitns either sde. It would not be compatible with
this p. y for ae to give adtiee to the Belgian Goveruetat.
We Asprecate attempts by ay FeTer to influsseothers. Nash
poetry should vote for what it considers right.
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24th November, 17

AT EDespatched M.

S l coA.T
reseed to U.K.Delegation, ew York

/io. J repeated for information to

WashingtonAA.

Your telegram No. 3513 fo[ November 23rd;

Palestn . , A "

I have been tconsideringhe U.K.

representative should vote pn the ad hoc

Committee's partition plan when it comes

before the General Assemy. It is out of

the question that we shoUld vote for the

proposal. The choice s whether to abstain

or to vote against its

2. Our atti tu hitherto has been non-

committaltand righ ly so. We hoped that the

Assembly would s ceed where we had failed and

work out a plan acceptable to both sides. It

would be a log cal extension of this attitude

for us to abs ain from voting in the Assembly

and that is hat all parties presumably

expect us o do.

3. f we abstain, the Arab countri-es will

probably be reasonably content that we have

not vo ed for the plan. The moderate Jews will

proba ly not be unduly critical-of abstention,

whic they will have discounted beforerhand.

Ap t from the extreme Zionists we may reason-

ab expect thatthere will he no violent

re action one way or the other.

own



would undoubtedly react strongly. If a partiti

plan were rejected they would no doubt allege

that this was due to our attitude. If and when

a Jewish State comes into being our relations

with it would ~be embittered .by our having voted

advere8.y. As to American opinion, antagonism

towards us amongst extreme Zionists would

presumably increase, if that is possible;

whereas moderate Jewish opinion might swing

against us. But i seems doubtful from here
Z

whether the rest of American opinion would be

very strongly against us, at least for long,

particularly since the Russians are associated

with the partition plan. On the other hand

the Arab countries would warmly welcome an 2

adverse vote and our position throughout the z
W

Arab world would be strengthened, rash though

it might be to count on any concrete expression

of Arab gratitude. As regards general reaction w

you have already reported that we are being

much criticised for our negative attitude in th

United Nations discussions. If we were to go z
to the 'length of voting against a scheme which

0had the support of the majority (even if not a Z

two-thirds majority) of the United Nations our

okitics would inevitably claim that we had not

been sincere in asking the Assembly's- advice in

the first place. Suspicions which are already

held that We are in fact only interested in obt ining

our strategical objectives in Palestine and

are using reference to the United Nations as an

elaborate smoke screen for this purpose j would

be considerably strengthened.

5. From the practical point of view it is

clear/
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clear that the arrival of a United Nations

Commission in Palestine would gravely complicate

our withdrawal and, as this is now an integral

part of the plan, it would not suit us for the

plan to receive a two-thirds majority.

Moreover, we are more likely to be able to 1-be

the kind of settlement that will suit us in

the course of our withdrawal if there is no

Assembly recommendation in favour of partition

than if there is one. ee my telegram No.387|

6. It is extremely difficult to judge

exactly where the balance of advantage lies

but I am inclined to feel that" as we think

the plan is a bad one which will have dangerous

consequences, we should be forthright and vote

against it, with the corresponding advantage to

our position in Arab countries.4'I shall be

glad of your very early comments before making

a final decision.
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PALESTINE

No formal decision has yet been taken
on the question of their vote in the Assembly
Majority (partition) proposal for Palestine.

by H. M. G.
on the

2.
for the
to vote

It is out
proposal.
against.

of the question
The choice is

that we
whether

should vote
to abstain or

3. Our attitude throughout the Committee discussions
has been non-committal, and rightly so. We hoped that
the Assembly would succeed where we had failed and work
out a plan acceptable to both sides. It would be a
logical extension of this attitude for us to abstain from
voting in the Assembly, and that is what all parties
presumably expect us to do.

4. If we abstain, the Arab countries will probably
be reasonably content that we have not voted for the
plan. The moderate Jews will probably not be unduly
critical of abstention, which they will more or less have
discounted beforehand. In fact apart from the extreme
Zionists we may reasonably expect that there will be no
violent reaction one way or the other.

5. On the other hand we believe the Majority plan
to be a bad one and unfair to the Arabs, and that its
adoption will entail risk of disturbances on a large
scale. This may play into the hands of Russia, and cut
right across our general policy in the Middle East.
Since we believe the plan to be a bad one, there is a
good deal to be said for having the strength and courage
of our convictions and voting against it.

6. A vote against the plan, even if we did not make
our attitude clear beforehand, might possibly affect the
prospects of adoption of the plan. Adoption requires
two-thirds of those present and voting, incother words
two-thirds of x votes. If we vote against, the vote
required for adoption will be two-thirds of x one
votes. If we go further and let it be known beforehand,
whether privately or otherwise, that we are going to
vote against it is possible that foreknowledge of our
attitude might influence some other governments either to
abstain or to vote against.

7. The react
weighing. The J
would not merely
were rejected wo
our attitude.
our relations wi
voted adversely.
hard to gauge.
would presumably

u
I
t

moderate Jewish o
against us. But
the rest of Ameri

lions to an adverse vote need careful
ews would no doubt react strongly. They
criticise us, but if a partition plan
ld no doubt allege that this was du3 to
:f and when a Jewish State came into being
;h it might be embittered by our having

The reaction of American opinion is
Antagonism towards us by extreme Zionists
be increased, if that is possible, more
pinion might swing against us or further

I doubt, and Mr. Rundall agrees whether
can opinion would be very strongly against
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us, at least for long; particularly since we should have
voted against the Russians. As regards general reactions
Sir A. Cadogan has already told us that we are being much
criticised for our negative attitude in the United Nations
discussions. If we were to go to the length of voting
against a scheme which had the support of the majority
(even if not a two-thirds majority) of the United.Nations
it would inevitably be alleged by our critics that we had
not beensincere in asking the Assembly's advice in the
first place. Suspicions which are already held that we
are in fact only interested in obtaining oure strategical
objects in Palestine and are using reference to the United
Nations as an elaborate smoke-screen for this purpose
would be Considerably strengthened. On the other hand
the Arabs countries would warmly welcome an adverse vote
and our position throughout the Arab world would be streng-
thened and fortified, although it would be rash to count
upon any concrete expressions of their gratitude in other
matters which might be at issue between us.

8. We shall almost certainly be under strong pressure
from the Chiefs of Staff to delay by all possible means
the arrival of a United Nations commission in Palestine if
this is recommended by the Assembly since its arrival will
gravely complicate the problem of withdrawal. If the
Assembly did not agree on a recommendation this difficulty
would not arise. Moreover we are more likely to be able
to leave the kind of settlement that will suit us in the
course of our withdrawal if there is no Assembly recommen-
dation in favour of partition than if there is one.
These are further arguments for using our vote against the
partition plan.

9. We must bear in mind that South Africa and New Zealand
will certainly vote for partition and Canada probably.
Australia might possibly abstain. India and Pakistan will
vote against.

10. It is extremely difficult to judge exactly where the
balance of advantage lies. But I am inclined to feel that
as we think the plan is a bad one which will hav4 dangerous
consequences we should be forthright and courageous and
vote against it. By so doing we shall strengthen our
position in the Arab countries.

11. If we decide to vote
that we ought to let our at
as to obtain full advantage
should do so might be left

against, it seems important
titude be know beforehand so

from our action. How we
to Sir A. Cadogan.

12. Before taking a decision we ought to consult Sir A.
Cadogan and H.M. Ambassador in Washington. We must of course
talk the matter over with the Colonial Office who have
generally maintained the attitude that we ought to be
neutral as between Arabs and Jews and would probably there-
fore need considerable persuasion before agreeing to vote
against the partition plan.

13. Qy; draft a telegram
embodying the above points as
Colonial Office whatever they

M / #
Sir 0. Sargent.

to New York
well as the
may be?

and Washington
views of the

M4nd NomL
22nd Novemrbe, r, 1947......



OUTWARD TELEGRAM

[This telegram is of. particular secrecy and- should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not- passed on. ]

Top Secret.

CYPHER/QTP .. D.I TIC SC

FROMFORE .GN OFFICE TO 1YORK

o Uri o Kid.tdom Delegation to the United Nations)

}. JD 1033 p.-m. 12th November 97
r . .2th November 97

Repeated to:.Washington No. 11711 4Iimmdiato),
Jerusalem'

a(OST N E DIA TZ

Yr tdegrams Nos, :0 35,308 Noov c bor, 8th and
loth Palletin&h

. . . :. .. 1: .- : ,, .: __ . . . .. . an " 'r an . f o

ovwing for Mnister o t and ir A. Cadogan om
7orcign Setrotary..

Amorican-Soviet plan doesut alter our fundamontol
position st out in.my telgrain .No. 83 November llth],
but takcs it-all tho moro nooasery to onphasisc certain
pQiIt6 of: our position particularly to Aicricon and Domriion
represent tivos :and, at your ascxction, t pproprinto
4edints in Comm ittoo discussions:

2. Our' basic position is thoviwcill not .11oW'Britis1
administration cx troops -to biased:directly or indirectly.
by the. United Na tions -in entdro' ng a settlement, which is
going to provoke serious opposition inialstine or in
neighbouring countries; This means that if- a United Nations
commission is in.Palestine..taking preparatory steps for:an
enforced settlement, British administratior and troop. ,would
not continue to exerciseadmini trative -responsibility or to
keep law and order. except fox' thoir .own protection. irVthu

'rocess.- of withdrawal. The conitions on-vhich .failing n
agrod sottliment-.we would be pagpared tocontinuo administrative
responsibility until .. dato nor to that on which our troops
couldbe withdrawn aor sttoed t the on!i of paragraph 2 ' my
telegram No.. 3852. Our willilignoss to do that would however.
be affected if the United Notions decided to send a..Conmssion
to Palestine -to- enforce a sett Jaent, In those circumstances
we should not be prepared to cdninuc Iatinistrativereson-
sibility unless there wore a-truc to be:observed. by all parties
ponding the arrival of the G oim .ssion, whereupon :or voy hortly
3,i .eed th re zor ve: would rlinguish dninistrt:i.vo respon-
sibility We do nottherooro necessarily groc with2(b) in
our telograr mNo. 5,308. ircuastanccs may rise in dich we

should wish to liquidato ou responsibilities over lrge porsts

of the country at a very early dote. In other words, if United

/No tions
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Nations wish tosew- a Coiamissiondeto enf'grce a settlement to
which both parties did' not agree, we shoud have to insist that
it should not arrive in Palestine until after; or until :Very
shortly before, we xolinquished. administrative responsibility;
or, if th ey. insisted on sending a Commission at once, we should
haveto relinquish aOt administrative responsibility a t once also.

3. I realise thaV-th-i .' ot of t titnde may seem unconstructive
and leads on to the gesti.on asked. in your telegram.No 3,270
whether we woild prefer that the Assemly agreed on no recom
m.nd..tions... .. ......

4. 't seems most difficult for us to take'aty active part in

steering the Assembly towards acceptable roommendations Te.

difficulty is that .if we start talking about the 'substance of

proposals, wo shall surely be driven stop by 'step to proposing

a plan of our owns V could reply with some thing .on the linos

of the earlier "Bovin" or "Mbrrison" plans, but if - diAdso,-,

we should then be back in exactly the position we havotriid.to

avoid of sponsoring a proposal of our own, against which. all

concerned would.no doubt immcdiatey diyort thir energies.

5. I do not feel however the t at present I can accept your

assumption that we must exclud.eall possibility'of:a reoo-

mendation providing for non-rifish enforcement; but if' this

assumption were correct and we were faced with a choice be tween

recommendations involving enforcomont of: law and order by .British

arms and'noreoonnndationat all, thoe la ttgr...is- obviously

profesable. Even if there' wro no. rcommendati-on .at. all, we

should, as you say in yourtele gramn No. 3270, inevitably

influx ndoe the -final s olutipn by our .manner of w ithdrawing, but

this would. give us far mr~ latitude and would: be. far .ess.:

likely to lay us open to damaging suspicions. It would be

better to withdraw in our own w y thus possibly influencing the .

do facto settliemeht rther than.. to. ,tie. ourselves to a principle

and publicly put a solutidn on these ling s forward for eveoryyne 

to shoot at. Thb above is for youriighly confidential infort

nation and should not on any count be u ed .for public state-

mont' or discussion with other delegations. We must be extremelyy

careful not to give the3Apression tha t4it wQuJl suit us .f the

Assembly should fail to.ma ke aiy roeommoenda ns, though I agroe

that we could Idoas far as par graph 9 of your telegram No 3,270.

6,. T sum.up,.we-us t 1ake. itclear, particularly, to the

Aneirians, that we cannot be used as the irst~rument of United

Nation. in imposing a settlement not ,aoceptable.to both Jews

and .Aitabs or keeping :order while a- -commission imposess. it.. If

this-results in the Assembly failing to a.gree. on ariy recomn-

mondation, while that result would in som.e.waysjbo rogretaDJbpo

we feel that it is from our point of view iproforable to se. t.-

mont w ich we should. bc expected,: -andAmust ryfuso, to enf'orco;;. ,

r y
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Cypher/OTP.
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(From United Kingdom

No. 5517.

24th November 1947.

Delegation

D. 12.42

R. 5.56

to United Nations).

p.m. 24th November 1947.

p.m. 24th November 1947.

Repeated to: Jerusalem and
Wa shington.

GI ANT.

Your t elegram No.4061.

Following

Palestine.

for Sargent from Cadogan.

United States Delegation are now undoubtedlyputting pressure on other Delegations to support
partition and are trying to rush matters to a final
vote with as little discussion as possible. If thesetactics succeed, final vote in Plenary Session may
take place en wednesday.

2. We are proposing to re-state ourPlenary. We await your instructions on u
there but we hope that you a preciate th
strictlyneutral attitude hitherto, it woi
extrely difficult for us to do anything

position in
seo our vote
at, after our
uld be,
other than

Foreign
P alestine as my

Office,

Office please pass
telegram No.230.

Immediate

[COPY sent toTelegraph Section, rtl.nial
for e-transmission t. Palestine.
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Addressed to U.K. Delegation, New York.A

Repeated. to Washington and Jerusalem.

Palestine.

Ministers have now given further con-

sideration to more detailed plans for with-

drawal from Palestine on the basis of with-

drawal being complete by August 1st, 1948.

My immediately following telegram contains,

for your own confidential information, a

summary of the plan of withdrawal which has

now been agreed.

2. You will observe that this plan

requires the maintenance of the civil

administration and the Mandate until 15th

May, 1948 over all Palestine (except that

in certain circumstances the civil adminis-

tration or some parts of it may be withdrawn

t at an earlier date from the Gaza civil

district)..

3. If the United Nations adopt a partition

scheme involving the appointment of a commission

as proposed by Sub-Committee I. H.M.G.

consider it essential that the arrival of the

commission in Palestine should be planned to

fit in with our plan of withdrawal. That means

that we should not want the commission to arrive

until the beginning of May at the earliest.
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that it would not be

possible to maintain

administration

days

for

after the arrival

Palestine.

wetrlI/ave

population

the Mandate

a longer

and civil

period than 15

of the commission in

e-rrival of commission

a disturbing effect on the

and wouldt emeanabandonme

of our plan of withdrawal

a new plan

losses

which would involve

of stores

and substitution of

disastrous

and which Ministers are not

prepared to accept.

therefore

decision i t ken in favour

United Nations commis ion

trp-4 4-- a

of partition tr4ee-

...-

to* t to°with uII n a mutually convenient

date for their arrival in Palestine.

'a1.L 10 J.L .7 L IJ.I VYJ-7IU L I U a IC 1A I 1.i~4j J L .

5. In order to pave the

of thi

useful

leaders

and Sout

way for negotiations

s kind Ministers thought that it would t

if you were to approach informally /the

of the Canadi A alian,

h African Delegations. You

it clear that

influence

partition

p-l-e r.....f- -ee-

this question.

they should know

a premature arrival

New

e

Zealand

should

M.M.3.

their attitude towards the guEestion 0

and that H.M.G.

to vote as they think right

H.M.G. feel, however,

what the consequences

of the United

commission in Palestine

could do

decision

and

anything to ensure

be in favour

on

that

would be

Nations

would be glad

that, should

if

the

of partition and the

despatch/
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despatch of a United Ntions commission to

Palestine, the United Nations commission

would be willing to agree with FLM.G. on a

mutually convenient date for the arrival

of the commission

7. Ministers

be no approach to

Delegations on thi

8. Apart from

Commonwealth deleg'

t

ti

s

at

in Palestine.

hought that there should

he Indian or Pakistan

matter.

the communication to

tions authorised in

paragraph 6 above, you shoul

statement, in the Assembly o

containing any of the above

before the final vote is tak

the vote has been taken, and

favour of partition, you sho

statement reserving the righ

negotiate detailed plans for

arrival to fit in with our w

without at that sta.e giving

latter.

possible

you will

You

with

have

should report

whom and in wh

to negotiate.

61)

d

d not make any

r otherwise,

information

en. As soon as

if it is in

uld make a short

t of H.M.3. to

the commission's

ithdrawal plan,

details of the

as

at

soon as

circumstances
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on]

TOP SECRET
Cypher/OTPDIPLOATICa E T

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO NEW YORK

(To United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

No. 4125 D. 5.15 p.m. 27th November, 1947

27th November 1947
Repeated Washington No. 12254,

Jerusalem

Addressed to United Kingdom Delegation, New York
telegram No. 4125 of 27th November repeated for information
to Washington and Jerusalem.

Palestine.

Ministers have now given further consideration to
more detailed plans for withdrawal'from Palestine on the
basis of withdrawal being complete by August 1st, 1948.
My immediately following telegram contains, for your own
confidential information a summary of the plan of withdrawal
which has now been agree&.

2. You will observe that this plan requires the
maintenance of the civil administration and the Mandate
until 15th May, 1948 over all Palestine (except that
in certain circumstances the civil administration or some
parts of it may be withdrawn at an earlier date from the
Gaza civil district).

5. If the United Nations adopt a partition scheme
involving the appointment of a commission as proposed by
Sub-Committee 1. His Ma jesty's Government consider it
essential that the arrival of the commission in Palestine
should be planned to fit in with our plan of withdrawal.
That means that we should not want the commission to arrive
until the beginning of May at the earliest.

4. We consider that it would not be possible to
maintain the Mandate and civil administration for a longer
period than 15 days after the arrival of the commission in
Palestine. Arrival of commission is bound to have a
disturbing effect en the Arab population and if therefore it
arrived before we are ready to hand over to it this
would mean abandonment of our plan of withdrawal and
substitution of a new plan which would involve disastrous
losses of stores and which Ministers are not prepared to
accept.

5. If therefore a decision is taken in favour of
partition we should be ready to discuss with the United
Nations Commission a mutually convenient date for their
arrival in Palestine. It would clearly be in our mutual
interest to come to an arrangement about this.

6....



(2)

6. In order to pave the way for negotiations
of this kind Ministers thought that it would be useful
if you were to approach informally and privately the leaders
of the Canadian Australian, New Zealand and South
African delegations, You should make .it clear that
His Majesty's Government are not in any way attempting
to influence their attitude towards the question of
partition and that His Majesty Govrniment fully
recognise that it is entirely for thei to vote as they think
right on this question. His Majesty's Government feel,
however, that they should know what the conse quences
would be of a premature arrival of the United ~Nations
Corision in Palestine and would be glad if they could
do anything to ensure that should the decision be in f avour
of partition #nd the despatch of a United Nations
Comission to Palestine the United Nations Comission would
be willing to agree with His Majesty's Government on a
mutually convenient date for the arrival of the
omission in Palestine.

7. Ministers thought that there should be no
approach to the Indian or Pakistan delegations an this
matter.

8. Apart from the communication to Commonwealth
delegations authorisod in paragraph 6 abate, you should not
make any statement in the Assembly or etherwiso
containing any of the above information before the final
vote is taken. As seex as the vote has been taken
and if it is in favour of artition, ou should ma a
short statement reserving the right of His Majesty's
Government to, negotiate let ailed plans for the commission's
arrival to fit in with our withdrawal plan, without at
that stage giving details of the latter. You should
report as soon as possible with whom and in what circumstances
you will have to negotiate.

u uuuu
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Following is summary of the plan of withdravira:-

(a) Military Withdrawal. Provision is made for

series of clear-cut backward moves, northwards

from Egyptian frontier, designed to reduce the

possibilities of clashes between our troops and

Arabs in Arab areas. Areas to be evacuated

as follows:-

Phase I

Gaza civil district: by 29th February

Phase II

Jerusalem, Lydda and part by 31st May
of Samaria:

Phase III

Remainder of Samaria and
Galilee: by 30th June

Phase IV

The remaining enclave
round Haifa: by 31st July./vacuation of stores, through 1laifa and by

land to Egypt, will start on 1st December.

Care will be taken to cause as little

dislocation as possible to trade (particularly

citrus trade) and economy of Palestine by

overloading rail and port facilities* It is

estimated that, even under most favourable

conditions, we shall lose nearly 150,000 tons

of useful stores.

(b) Withdrawal of Civil Administration. Civil

administration would be maintained in Gaa

district for as long as possible after military

evacuation, with object of safeguarding the

routes to Egypt. Existing oaivil administration

would be maintained over the rest of the country

until a mbe towards end of Phase II, i, e.

u) 15th May, when Mandate would be terminated.
([,
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Thereafter it is contemplated that certain civil

administrative staffs would be retained in areas

still occupied by our troops and would give all

assistance possible to military authority, who

would control occupied areas only to extent

needed for efficient conduct of withdrawal.

2. Under this plan it will be impossible for military

to take any steps in Palestine to prevent illegal

immigration after 1st February, though Navy will do their

best to de! n erceptW ships. tV e a 0,t o4Z. c
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is of particular secrecy and
authorised recipient and not

should be
passed on]

Cyyrher/0TP DILMATICOlsEDRE

OFFICE TO EW YORK

(To United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

27th November, 1947
D. 5.10 p.m. 27th November,

Repeated to Washington
Jerusalem

MOST TMMEDIAT'E
TOP SECRET

Addressed United
No. 1.126 repeated for
Washington,

Kingdom Delegation New York
information to Jerusalem and

My immediately preceding

Following is summary of

telegram.

the plan of withdrawal:-

(a) Milit aryWithdrawal. Provision is made for
sieS of clear-out backward move s, northwards
from Egyptian frontier, designed to reduce the
possibilities .of clashes between our troops and
Arabs in Arab areas. Areas to be evacuated as
follows:-

Phase I

gaza civil

Phase II

district: by 29th February

Jerusalem,
of Samaria:

Phase III

Lydda and part
by 31st May

Remainder of Samaria and
. Galilee:

The remaining enclave
round Haifa:

by 30th June

by 31st July.

Evacuation

No.

1947

12225

1
FROM FOREIGN
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Eyacuation of stores, through Haifa and by

land to Egypt,, will start on 1st December.

Care will be taken to cause as little
dislocation as possible to trade (particularly

citrus trade) and economy of Palestine by

overloading rail and port facilities. It is

estimated that, even under most favourable
conditions, we shall lose nearly 150,000
tons of useful stores.

(b) 14tdrawal of Civil Administrati. Civi

adnistration would be maintained in Casa

district for as long as possible after

military evacuation, with ob ject of safe-

guarding the routes to Egypt. Exanisting
civil administration would be maintained

over the rest of the country until towards
end of Phase II, i.e. 15th May, when Mandate

would be terminated. Thereafter it is

contemplated that certain civil administra-
tive staffs would be retained in areas still

occupied by our troops and would give all

assistance possible to military authority,
who ould control occupied areas only to
extent needed for efficient conduct of
withdrawal.

Under this plan it will be impossible

formilitary to take any steps in Palestine to

prevent illegal immigration after 1st February,
though Navy will do their best to continue to inter-

sept ships. . N. announcement of any change of
polly will be made.
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DraftMinute rom
Secreta State PRIME MINISTER

As a result of the Defence

meeting this morning, we are

Sir A. Cadogan to inform the

Australian, New Zealand and

delegations of our hope that

Nations commission, if this i

result of a vote in favour of

the. Assembly, will be willing

H. M. G. on a mutually convenient

\o'.

Committee

authorising

Canadian,

South African

the United

s set up as a

partition in

to agree with

date for the

arrival of the commission in Palestine. I

feel it would be desirable to inform Mr.

Marshall frankly of our position on similar

lines, in the hope that he would send

suitable instructions to the United States

delegation. I would propose, therefore,

subject to your consent, to show him a

summary of our withdrawal plan and to inform

him of our earnest hope that the arrival

of the commission may be delayed to fit in

wi th it. The Chiefs of Staff have no

objection to this.

I should hope to be able to take action

with Mr. Marshall to-day if possible.

I am sending copies of this minute to

the Secretary of State for the Colonies and

the Minister of Defence.
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As a seit of t* Def C comte meeting

this nit ag, we a ttho'is $r A. CatgM to

inform the CanaiB, Afusltflhian, Neealand ant

tb AfrIoa letione of aer hope that the ,Uited

Nation Iesios, if this is Set Up f a rnult of

a vote in tene of partiten in the Aesembly will

e wilng to with E Mie$sty' Oemwest e

autuafly covente t date for the arrival of the

omseso in Paletis. I eal It woald be deainbl

to inform Mr. Ul frankly of mar Pottoti on

smtidr lines, in the hope tht he would end table

ins-trauena to the Wnited State elegstion. I

wouldpros, therefo. sbjflt to yr neent, to

sho hIm a auxmsry of oret ahe I punand to infom

him at our eaet h that the arrival of the

co ioesen may be deled to fit i with it. The

Chefs of Stuff have no objection to this.

2. shald hoe to be able to take setion with

rp. flnhafl/
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FOREIGNAFFAIRSST 9f Ai714 0)R

10, DOWNING STREET,

WHITEHALL,

28th November, 1947.

COPY OF MINUTE BY THE PRIME MINISTER.

Referend:he Foreign
the Prime Minist
the 27th Novembe

Secretary' s minute
,er, P.L./47/173 of
.r, 1947.

"I agree.

C.R.A.

27.11.47."

Vzi I

Copy also sent to:

1) Secretary of State for the colonies

2) Minister

SECRET ARY,

to

of Defence.
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(This telegram is of particular secrecy a1 should be
retained by the autherised recipient as not passed on]

Ts he /DIPLOMATIC SERET

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE NETWORK
n(To Uited Kingd Delegation to the United

No.4___ Nations)

29th November, 1947. D,9.15 p.m. 29th November, 1947.
Repeated to Washington No.12567

TP SERET

Addressed to United Kingdom Delegation New York
telegra No.4156 29th November, repeated to Washington
for Information.

My telegram N.4125 (f 27th November: Palestine].

Memorandum has been handed to Mr. Marshall
contain outline of withdrawal plan andcall
attentin to difficulties likely be caused
premature arrival of United Nt ess cmmiss ion n

the event of partition being vt ;w . randg gIes
on to ug. est that it would be most heUel i . t e
United Slates representative at Jnited N.tions could
be instructed to use his influence t. ensure that the
oommission were ready te come to an arrangement with us
on lines which would fit in with our plans, i.e. that
it should not arrive in Palestine before May 1st.

2. We understand that Mr. Marshall has telegraphed
substance of tmoranaOmwithoutO3o mestateBtate Department
His Ma jest' s Enbassy w .11 no doubt be able to inform
you of State Department a reaction ard you will then
be able to judge whether and if so when to approach
United States Delegation.

(Cepy sent to Middle East Secretariat].

BBB
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JestinedTHE FOREIGN SECRETARY
Ntio s discussions -on Palestin

(Previous reach the st.gu at which a vote
Reference: the alternative proposals for p
C.M.(47) 86th establishmnent of a unitary Stat

Conclusions, Kingdom representative had been
Minute 2) when this 'stage wu31 reached, he

voting. This was the only cou
the policy adopted by His Maj us
submitting this problem to the
without recommendati ons.

In discussion it wa
time was approaching when His
would be compelled to adopt a
attitude towards -this. problem
particular, have to decide wh
facilitate the establishment
authorities to whom we could
responsibilities when we with

said that the United
e would shortly
would be taken on

partition or for the
e. The United
instructed that,
s

rs

hould abstain frb
e consistent with

ty's Government
United Nations

in

s suggested that the
Majesty's Governmen
more positive

. Ne should, in
ether we intended to
of alternative
h
d

and
rew

over
from

THE PRIME MINISTER said that
must consider these matters as soon Os
known whether a two--thirds majority co
obtained in the United Nations for any
solution of the Palestine problems.

our
Palestine.

.1

t

the Cabinet
it was

uld be
particular
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PALESTINE MODIFIED PLAN FOR WITHDRAWAL

A

1 9
LPreviousjReference: C.O..(4) 145th Mtg. lin.l)

THE COM~vMITTEE referred to a telegramX from the Commanders-
in-Chief, Middle East containing their views and recommendations
on a modified plan put forward by the, Official Committee on
Palestine to meet the possibility that a commission might be
sent to Palestine by the United Nations before we had time to
complete the withdrawal of our forces from Palestine.

IN DISCUSSI(
of the Commander
modification to
on Palestine was

ON, the following points
s-in-Chief, Middle East,t
their plan put forward by
impracticable:-

wer e
views
the

made
that

Off ic

in support
the

ial Committee

By wit.drawing a
and bhe area t
coming into co
increased. and
conflict might
by about three

t an ear
o the nc
nflict w
the peri
take pl
months.

lie
)rth
vith
od.

Lace

r date
, the

L the A
during
would.

from Jerusalem
possibility ofc
rabs would be
which such
be increased

Once our forces had withdrawn to t
G.OC. Palestine would. find it
to avoid becoming involved in t
administration o-f that area, an
have available the necessary la
trained personnel required to b
for 3uch matters as the mainten
and order, transportation, publ:
labour and food distribution, e
British element of the presentC
Palestine was available to hclp

he coastal area,
almost impossible
he civil
. he would not

.rge number of
e responsible
ance of law
ic health,
ven if the
Government of

hiiim.

Rail communications ran parallel to and. on the
perimeter which our forces would. be holding when
they had withdrawn to the coastal area.
The railway would. almost certainly be raided at
intervals along its length by, Arabs thus
interfering with the Citrus traffic and preventing
orderly withdrawal of the stores from inland.

G.O.C.. Palestine could
preventing Jewish il
on the foreshore and
the withdrawal.

not be responsible for
legal immigrants from landing
at the same time implement

Under a modified plan we should be unable to withdraw
from Palestine little more than our troops, unit
equipment and unit vehicles. Much valuable and
irreplaceable equipment, particularly workshops
equipment would have to be abandoned. and.
destroyed. The effect of this on our prestige
in the Middle East would be serious at a time
when the maintenance of that. prestige was all
important.

In order to
have to b*
in Egypt,
plan.

implement the
e an increase
beyond that e

modified. plan there would.
in, the number' of our troops
nvisaged under the original

x 188/CCL
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A reassessment of
might involve a
employed in civi
be made.

our shipping priorities which
diversion of shipping now
lian traffic would have to

SIR FRANK
was now clear.

SIMPSON suggested from the above, that the
There were two alternatives, either:-

(a) Political expediency would have to be sacrificed,
the United Nations Organisation would have to be
prevented from arriving in Palestine until we
were prepared to receive them, and the Commanders-
in-Chief original plan would have to be adhered to.
In this event, we should be able to withdraw in an
orderly manner taking our essential stores with us;
or

Common
to be
modif;
v ould ci

sense
sacr

ied p
have

, dignity, and invaluable stores would
ificed and the Commanders-in-Chief
lan in their telegram under discussion
to be adopted.

have

THE CHIEFS OF STAFF strongly-supported the alternative
in (a) above.

SIR JOHN EDELSTEN said although he a
Palestine could not continue to be respons
Jewish illegal im-migrants from landing on
at the same time implement the withdrawal,
intention of publically announcing our int
control illegal Jewish immigration traffic
the Mandate. To make such an announcement
opinion and would increase the possibility
Arabs. Provided no announcement was made
potential illegal immigrants knowing that
would shortly arrive in Palestine might we.
Royal Naval units would continueo to do the:
carrying illegal immigrants from arriving

sugge
Office

There was general .grooment

sted by the Vice Chiof of the
ial Committee on Palestine.

that a
Naval

greed the G.O.C.
ible for preventing
the foreshore and
he hoped there was no

ention to cease to
, before we handed over
would alienate Arab
of conflict with the
he suggested that

a United Nations Commission
11 delay sailing. *Moanwhi1P
ir best to prevent ships
on Palestinian shores.

Cc oicm'iend at ion on the
Staff should bo made

lines
to the

At this
and the above

point,
points

MR. LUKE and.MR. BURROWS
were explained to them.

entered ,the meeting

MR. BURROWS -said it was still not poss
of certainty to forecast the course of events

ible
dur

with any degree
ing discussion

in New York. Even if the partition scheme was accepted by the
General Assembly, however, the position would not be quite as
unfavourable to us as we had previously thought since a new clause was
included to the effect that the administration of Palestine should
be progressively turned over'to the United Nations Commission and
that the mandatory power should, as far as possible, co-operate
with the Commission in handing over as they withdrew. It looked,
therefore, as if we might~ be able to negotiate with the
Commission on the date of hand over'. On the other hand,
as soon as the
their presence

United Nations Cor
would'influence the

ission ar:
posit ion

rived
there

in Palestine,

MR. LUKE said that, as
encumbent on us to make a
flow into Palestine, before

regards illegal
statemi ent about

e ve gave up the

immigration, it was
ceasing to control
Mandate. The
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1%
S le ase of Jewish itlle galimmigrants held in Cyprus, however,
required study and it might well be found the operation could

be carried cut, in collaboration with the Jews in Palestine. This
might be a further factor in influencing
illegal in-inigration at that stage.

the Jews in discouraging

The official Committee on Palestine proposed to prepare
a draft report to the Defence Committee,for consideration later
in the week, and if the Chiefs of Staff so wished, the telegram
from the Cormaanders-in-Chief, Middle EastX. could be annexed to
that report and statement included in the report on the implications
of a modified plan, drawing particular attention to the lo
stores involVed upon which he hoped to be able to indicate
extent, if possible givingan indication of the valuO*and
the considerations affecting the availability of shipping.

ss of
the
to

THE CHIEFS OF STAFF concurred in this prop::sal and
undertook t- brief thoir representatives on the official
for Palestine according y.

THE COVII'fMITTEE:-

(a) Strongly s~i
in-Chief,
in teler
in their
plan outl

Committee

upported the views of the Commanders-
Middle East, that their original plan
am 186/CCL be adhered to and concurred
views on the implications of a modified
ined in' their tolograra 188/COL.

(b) Took note that the Official Committee on
would bur in mind their views' :boVe it
their report to the. Defence Committee...

Palestine
preparing

x 188/CCL
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PALESTINE_- DECLARATION BY H.vMi.G. TO WITHDRAW

(Frevi iReferance: C.O.S.147)13 2rdMe'et ing,Minute

THE COMMITTEE tool: notch
Commanders-in-Chief, IViddle Eac
had taken to make it cliir both
sincerity of our declaration to

of a telegram from the
t reporting the action they
to the Jetsand the Arabs of the
withdraw from Palestinr.
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